View Investment News Through A Historical Lens

G

etting the news isn’t so easy
these days! You need to ﬁlter
everything you see and hear.
Political, environmental, and ﬁnancial
news – even sports! – must be viewed
through a sophisticated lens.
A key to ﬁltering news about the
economy and investments is to view
everything through the long lens of
history. For example, can you spot
the major shift in the U.S. stock
market in these ﬁgures? If you

noticed the S&P 500
Growth stocks
lagging badly, good
for you! For smallcap value stocks to
outperform the
large-cap S&P 500
growth companies
marked a major
shift in leadership!
But you would only
know that by
looking at these numbers through a
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long-term lens.
Just a quarter earlier, large-cap
growth stocks in the S&P 500
massively outperformed small- and
mid-cap value stocks, and that has
been the long-term trend. And, again,
to know that, you’d have to examine
the last ﬁve years of performance.

Equity Risk Premium Grew
Wider And More Important

Counseling You On
Financial Risks At
Pivotal Moments

odern portfolio theory (MPT)
holds that investors get paid
extra return for taking risk.
The concept is simple but can be hard to
implement without coaching and
education, and it grew more important
lately: Investors who take equity risk
expect to earn extra return.

020 was a terrible year, but
stocks soared and 2020 was
actually a great year for the
Standard & Poor’s 500 stock index!
2020 illustrated how investing is as
unpredictable as the future, and it was a
pivotal time when the advice of a
professional could make all the
difference in building a retirement
portfolio or legacy.
At the outset of the Covid
pandemic, so many investors bailed out
after stock prices began to drop. Some
investors dropped out after the S&P
500 lost -10%, and some sold off after
their stock holdings dropped by 20% or
25% from their peak value. Ultimately,
the bear market bottom of the Covid
crisis came on March 23rd, 2020, when
the S&P 500 lost -33.9% of its value.
At pivotal ﬁnancial moments like
this, having a professional advisor to
call — a coach for individuals who are
ready to give up when things look
bleak — can be extremely valuable.
Only by studying the history of
economics and investments can you
know enough to feel conﬁdent to
advise a client what to do in uncertain
times. Living through ﬁnancial crises
also adds an important perspective, as
does professional training and
continuing education.
Sometimes, being an advisor is
not about telling people what to do
but helping people to decide what not
to do.

M

Financial news is rarely
reported from the historical
perspective of an investor building a
sustainable retirement income stream.
Count on us for that kind of focus
and for ﬁnancial news ﬁltered
through a lens reﬂecting history and
investment experience. ●

Equity Risk Premium Grew Wider
(Continued from page 1)

rising inﬂation suddenly poses risk for
the ﬁrst time in years; and the economy
has recovered only
four million of 14
million jobs lost in the
pandemic. The risk of
a stock market plunge
should be expected,
but retirement
investors – permanent
investors who plan to
own stocks for the
rest of their lives –
would be wise to view
volatility as a friend.
That’s a different way
of looking at the
world, but it

absolutely is valid.
Choosing to expose a portion of
your portfolio to price volatility, also
known as risk, enables you to earn a
better return over the long run. You

wouldn’t earn the six-percentage-point
equity risk premium in stocks if you
weren’t exposed to lots of volatility. It
just goes with the territory. It’s part of
owning a risk asset.
With bonds out of
favor, the inﬂation rate
remaining low despite
persistent signs of
stronger than expected
economic growth, and
consumers ﬂush with
cash payments from the
federal American
Rescue Plan, 2021
could be a good year for
the equity risk premium
once again. As always,
however, you’ll have to
earn it by putting up
with some risk! ●
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To quantify the risk premium of
stocks – the amount you get paid for
owning a risky asset, according to
modern investment theory – here are
the numbers: Over the 23 years ended
December 31, 2020, the risk-free 90day U.S. Treasury bill averaged an
annual return of 1.86%, compared to
the 8.08% annualized return on the
Standard & Poor’s (S&P 500) stock
index. By subtracting the 1.86%
return of the risk-free asset from the
8.08%, the resulting 6.22% annually
earned on stocks over the boom-andbust cycles since 1998 represents the
equity risk premium.
To be clear, owning stocks
through the tech bubble in 2000, the
ﬁnancial crisis in 2008 and 2009, and
the Covid bear market rewarded

investors with a premium of 622 basis
points over what they would have
earned by investing in a risk-free 90day Treasury.
The equity risk premium ﬂattened
considerably in the last quarter, moving
from 5.75% to 6.22%, as the return on
stocks improved while the 90-day
Treasury bill
remained
incredibly low.
Low Treasury
bill rates and the
$900 million
federal economic
stimulus and
relief aid
enacted in
December have
created a
mountain of
cash, driving up
stock prices.
The following chart better
illustrates the risky aspect of the equity
risk premium. The red data series
shows the daily changes in the stock
market prices, as represented by the
S&P 500. Big one-day drops of
between -3% and -5% are not
uncommon in recent months, and,
earlier in 2020, stocks plunged -12% in
a single-day! So, indeed, earning the
equity-risk premium is hard and scary
at times. Armed with these kinds of
statistics, which show that big plunges
do come frequently, may make it easier
to withstand the uncertain times.
As always, the current outlook is
fraught with fear. New Covid variants
threaten the effectiveness of vaccines;
(Continued on page 4)
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An Important Investment Idea To Remember In 2021

The Cost Of Not Having A Financial Plan Is Surging

ust before the
beginning of every
year, 10 top Wall
Street investment strategists
are asked by Barron’s, the
century-old ﬁnancial
magazine, to predict which
industry sectors will
outperform and
underperform the Standard
& Poor’s 500 stock index
for the year ahead.
Fritz Meyer, an
independent economist, whose content
is licensed by this ﬁrm, has tracked the
results of Wall Street’s predictions in
Barron’s every year since 2007, based
on the Barron’s survey of Wall Street’s
top strategists. The accompanying
infographics show Wall Street’s
inconsistent results for the 12 months
ended Dec. 31, 2020.
In Dec. 2019, nine of
the 10 strategists said
ﬁnancials would
outperform. Sounds like a
sure thing? Nope! Financial
stocks lost 4% in 2020.
That’s a major miss,
considering the S&P 500 –
which is comprised of the
10 industry sectors, shot up
by 16.3% in 2020.
Similarly, stocks
beneﬁting from increased

ith the cloud of the Covid
pandemic still hanging
heavy across the nation,
Americans are sitting on an
unprecedented mountain of cash
while income, estate and gift tax rates
are changing. Financial planning in
the current environment of
accelerated change is suddenly much
more important.
If ever there were a silver lining,
it’s that staying at home has enabled
Americans to amass a cash reserve as
never before. However, the speed of
change has accelerated rapidly, driving
up the cost of failing to update a personal
ﬁnancial plan. What’s going on?
The pandemic has spawned federal
payments to Americans at a level never
seen before. Here’s the
latest snapshot of the
unprecedented change in
disposable income and
savings under way,
according to the latest data
from the U. S. Bureau of
Economic Analysis.
While the chart only
goes back to 1997, the
dual surges in these two
important factors driving
growth of the economy
are without precedent in
modern U.S. history. The
surges resulted from

J

discretionary spending by consumers
were picked to outperform the S&P
500 by three strategists, while four
predicted they would underperform.
Although consumer discretionary was
panned by more strategists than those
who favored it, it was the second-best
performing sector of 2020, with a
spectacular 32.1% gain.

Technology stocks,
a perpetual favorite
with Wall Street, were
a good pick for 2020,
as was health care.
However, another
favored sector, energy,
lost a stinging -37.3%
in 2020.
Based on the data
compiled annually
since 2007 by Fritz
Meyer (an independent
economist widely praised by
independent ﬁnancial professionals for
many years), Wall Street’s best minds
are shown to be chronically
inconsistent in predicting which
industry stock sectors will be the best
or worst performing during a particular
calendar year.
An important investment idea to
remember in 2021 is
this: Strategic
investing is not
preoccupied with
predicting what
happens tomorrow or
in the next 12 months.
Wall Street pundit’s
predictions make great
magazine covers but
have nothing to do with
investing strategically
over the long run. ●

Stock Market Trend Report

W

hile a single quarter of data is
usually not elucidating – it’s
just not enough time and data
to make a sweeping conclusion –
sometimes a single quarter tips you off to
a shift in investor preferences.
That’s true in this three-month
snapshot. It shows the stock
market investments classifying
companies by market
capitalization and style.
The fact that small-cap
value led the market last
quarter marked a reversal of
the pandemic boom in which
the super-cap growth stocks,
like Amazon, Apple,

Facebook, Microsoft, Netﬂix, and
Google, dominated returns and
temporarily distorted the performance of
the S&P 500 index.
Many stocks in the blue-chip

Standard & Poor’s 500 index were weak
relative to the tech giants earlier in the
pandemic. The tech giants grew stronger
during the pandemic because their
solutions were used more than expected,
triggering larger than expected
proﬁts in a handful of super-large
cap stocks.
Since the S&P 500 index is
market-weighted, the price surge
in the super-large tech companies
became more inﬂuential in the
S&P 500 index. That trend was
reversed last quarter and again in
the ﬁrst quarter of 2021 ended
March 31, 2021.
Since the election, the bull
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market broadened out. Value and smallcap stocks have surged. In this chart, the
equal-weighted Standard & Poor’s 500
stock index is outperforming the marketcapitalization weighted S&P 500 index,

Covid relief cash payments made by
the government in April and May 2020
and again in January 2021. Cash from
the 2020 payments accumulated in
savings accounts and was being spent
down when January’s Covid aid
payments hit. The $1.9 trillion aid and
stimulus package is going to cause

which is commonly quoted and the main
benchmark of U.S. stock performance.
Investors have viewed the election of
President Biden in very positive terms,
undoubtedly because of the enormous
ﬁscal stimulus the
new administration
is pursuing. The
larger role played
by the government
in responding to the
Covid economic
crisis will be subject
to political debate.
No matter your
politics, however,
the broadening of
the bull market is a
good trend for stock
market investors. ●

another surge in disposable
income and savings.
The fundamentals driving
this economy are confounding
and totally unexpected. In
2020 and early 2021, as the
nation endured its worst public
health crisis ever, stock prices
repeatedly broke new all-time
record-highs! The proximate
cause of the stock price gains
amid a pandemic was an explosion in
savings held by Americans, ﬁnanced
by a series of cash payments from
the Government.
With interest rates low and the
Fed reiterating in March that it does
not plan to raise rates for the
foreseeable future, bonds are not an
attractive investment.
So, consumers sitting
on this mountain of
cash that has been
mounting for many
months now may
spend it or invest it for
the long run. Both
outcomes would be
good for asset prices
on stocks and housing.
Central bankers
and economists will be
debating the long-term
effects of the growing
inﬂuence of
government in the U.S. economy and
the risk it poses, but the ﬁnancial
outlook for now is unexpectedly bright,
even as the dark cloud of the pandemic
casts a long shadow over the nation.
Financial assets are being revalued, as
the relative value of stocks versus
bonds has changed.
Meanwhile, taxes are about to be
hiked by another new Covid aid
legislation package, the American
Rescue Plan, and another round of
legislation that will hike taxes further is
expected to be adopted after the
economy has recovered but before the
end of 2021.
When the pace of change in the
world was slower, the cost of not
having a strategic ﬁnancial plan was
not so dear. This is not the time to sit on
your hands. This is the time to act. ●
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To quantify the risk premium of
stocks – the amount you get paid for
owning a risky asset, according to
modern investment theory – here are
the numbers: Over the 23 years ended
December 31, 2020, the risk-free 90day U.S. Treasury bill averaged an
annual return of 1.86%, compared to
the 8.08% annualized return on the
Standard & Poor’s (S&P 500) stock
index. By subtracting the 1.86%
return of the risk-free asset from the
8.08%, the resulting 6.22% annually
earned on stocks over the boom-andbust cycles since 1998 represents the
equity risk premium.
To be clear, owning stocks
through the tech bubble in 2000, the
ﬁnancial crisis in 2008 and 2009, and
the Covid bear market rewarded

investors with a premium of 622 basis
points over what they would have
earned by investing in a risk-free 90day Treasury.
The equity risk premium ﬂattened
considerably in the last quarter, moving
from 5.75% to 6.22%, as the return on
stocks improved while the 90-day
Treasury bill
remained
incredibly low.
Low Treasury
bill rates and the
$900 million
federal economic
stimulus and
relief aid
enacted in
December have
created a
mountain of
cash, driving up
stock prices.
The following chart better
illustrates the risky aspect of the equity
risk premium. The red data series
shows the daily changes in the stock
market prices, as represented by the
S&P 500. Big one-day drops of
between -3% and -5% are not
uncommon in recent months, and,
earlier in 2020, stocks plunged -12% in
a single-day! So, indeed, earning the
equity-risk premium is hard and scary
at times. Armed with these kinds of
statistics, which show that big plunges
do come frequently, may make it easier
to withstand the uncertain times.
As always, the current outlook is
fraught with fear. New Covid variants
threaten the effectiveness of vaccines;
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